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BeagleBone Cookbook: Software and Hardware Problems and SolutionsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its capabilities, this cookbook provides scores...
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Enabling Programmable Self with HealthVault: An Accessible Personal Health RecordO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft HealthVault is the most prominent example of a personally controlled health
	
		record. With its open API, flexibility, and connections with multiple health care providers,
	
		it gives people interested in monitoring their own health an unprecedented opportunity
	
		to do their own research on their own data. This...
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Practical Vim: Edit Text at the Speed of Thought (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		Conventional wisdom dictates that Vim has a steep learning curve. I think
	
		most Vim users would disagree. Sure, there’s an initial hump, but once you
	
		run through vimtutor and learn the basics of what to put in your vimrc, you
	
		reach a point where you can actually get work done—a sort of hobbled...
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Writing Game Center Apps in iOS: Bringing Your Players Into the GameO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Now that Apple has introduced the GameKit framework to its iOS SDK, you can integrate Game Center features directly into your iPhone and iPad apps. This concise cookbook shows you how it's done, with 18 targeted recipes for adding leaderboards, user authentication, achievements, multiplayer games, and many other features.
...
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Cinema 4D R14 Cookbook, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Elevate your art to the fourth dimension with Cinema 4D R14


	Overview

	
		Master all the important aspects of Cinema 4D
	
		Learn how real-world knowledge of cameras and lighting translates onto a 3D canvas
	
		Learn advanced features like Mograph, Xpresso, Dynamics, Sculpting, and...
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Google Maps JavaScript API CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book will help you use the amazing resource that is Google Maps to your own ends. From showing maps on mobiles to creating GIS applications, this lively, recipe-packed guide is all you need.


	Overview

	
		Add to your website's functionality by utilizing Google Maps' power
	
		Full of...
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Microsoft Office for the Older and Wiser: Get up and running with Office 2010 and Office 2007John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	I know what you’re thinking: “Office? That sounds a bit dull.” But don’t let the name put you off reading this book. Although Microsoft Office can be used to manage your household accounts and write letters to the bank, it also enables you to enjoy fun projects like creating party invitations, making posters, planning...
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Pragmatic Version Control Using SubversionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
This book covers the theory behind version control and how it can help developers become more efficient, work better as a team, and keep on top of software complexity. All projects need version control: it's the lifeblood of any project's infrastructure, yet half of all project teams in the U.S. don't use any version control at all. Many others...
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Rails 4 Application Development: HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build simple to advanced applications in Rails 4 through 10 exciting projects


	Overview

	
		Build interesting application scenarios with Rails 4
	
		Upgrade your knowledge for the latest changes in the Rails framework
	
		Follow the project-based approach to building applications from...
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The original (and key) innovation of Dashboard Design was to bring together the flexibility, power and ubiquity of Excel with the visualization of Flash. This meant that a whole new group of people (basically anyone who understood Excel formulas) could produce sophisticated Flash animations. Over the years, this has led to an incredible array...
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Apache Mahout CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	A fast, fresh, developer-oriented dive into the world of Mahout


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up a Mahout development environment
	
		Start testing Mahout in a standalone Hadoop cluster
	
		Learn to find stock market direction using logistic regression
	
		Over 35 recipes with...
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After Effects ExpressionsFocal Press, 2008
Expressions are tools. Just as you use the Rotation tool and the Pen tool, you can use Expressions to control animation and composition in After Effects (AE).

Whereas you use most tools by clicking on their icons (e.g., the pointer or the pen) and clicking or dragging with the mouse, you use Expressions by typing commands on the...
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